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Focused on Sustainability

Innovation, diversification, and a track record of delivering superior operating 
performance since 1957, has long established MAX Environmental Technologies  
as a premier provider of services to support the disposition and transportation  
of environmentally sensitive materials. MAX has the capacity to support complex 
waste management projects and can quickly respond with direct answers from  
an experienced management team of environmental professionals. 

In 2017, MAX Environmental Technologies, Inc. was re-capitalized by Altus  
Capital Partners, and together under new management, MAX has quickened  
its infrastructure improvements, capacity expansions, and additional permitting  
to better handle increasing volume. 

Today, MAX disposes and transports a wide variety of waste streams, including 
RCRA hazardous wastes and non-hazardous wastes, generated from remediation 
projects or as on-going shipments of wastes from a variety of industries including 
manufacturing, commercial property development, and energy

When waste stream management needs arise, select a company with a proven  
track record of over 60 years of disposal operations and logistics experience.  
The experts at MAX understand the complexities and challenges of your waste 
management and sustainability goals, while maintaining awareness of the  
concerns of the communities in which we operate.

COunT On Our DECADEs OF MAnAgEMEnT  
FOr EnvIrOnMEnTAllY sEnsITIvE MATErIAls

MArkETs sErvED
•  Environmental Remediation Firms 

•  Industrial Manufacturing & Recycling 

•  CRT Recyclers 

•  Energy (Oil & Gas) 

•  Property Developers 

•  Construction Firms 

•  RCRA Debris 

•  Infrastructure Development (Private & Public) 

•  Governmental Agencies



Transportation, Treatment, & Storage Solutions
As an owner of our own treatment, storage and disposal facilities  
(TSDFs), MAX Environmental Technologies offers special expertise in  
waste management and landfill operations. Our fully bonded facilities,  
customized approaches are based on your company’s unique priorities,  
with a focus on reducing your liability while maximizing cost savings.

Hazardous Waste
As one of the first providers of hazardous waste transportation, treatment, 
and disposal services, MAX maintains a tradition of safe, secure, bonded and 
reliable hazardous waste management. Our streamlined waste approval pro-
cess and processing capabilities make MAX your ideal choice for responsive 
and cost-effective waste management solutions.

At our Yukon Facility, we offer a broad range of waste treatment services 
and subsequent on-site disposal.

• Bulk solid and liquid non-hazardous and hazardous waste for treatment,  
• storage, and on-site commercial disposal of residual wastes at our on-site   
• landfill designed to Subtitle D standards. 

• Solid waste stabilization and solidification (SWSS) of soils, debris, sludges,  
• and liquids.  

• RCRA wastes including; Corrosives (D002) acid or caustic, Arsenic (D004),  
• Barium (D005), Cadmium (D006), Chromium (D007), Lead (D008),  
• Selenium (D010), Silver (D011), Electric Arc Furnace Dust (K061), Waste  
• Acid Spent Pickle Liquor (K062).   

• RCRA permitted Containment and Processing (CAP) building designed for • 
• bulk waste crushing, sorting, sizing, and screening, packaged waste disposal. 
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Geographic Coverage
Our facilities are strategically located to serve  
EPA Regions 1 through 5, and are staffed with 
knowledgeable, environmental professionals.

Yukon Facility  
Hazardous waste, treatment, storage,  
and disposal of residual wastes

Bulger Facility  
PADEP-approved ‘beneficial use’ facility  
for non-hazardous materials 

regulatory Compliant Operations 
• Accredited PADEP laboratory 
• PADEP permitted facilities  
• Fully bonded  
• 60 years of successful service and  
   landfill operations 
• Long-term facility access
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Non-Hazardous Waste

Our Bulger Facility is authorized to operate as a ‘Beneficial Use’ landfill,  
which is approved by PADEP to accept residual waste, including Oil & Gas 
wastes. Our 15-acre fill area is part of the beneficial use program affording 
our customers many years of useful life.

At this location, we accept: Non-Hazardous solid wastes meeting regulated  
fill limits received under active beneficial use approval from PADEP. Typical 
materials accepted are contaminated soil, industrial wastes and does not 
accept MSW, C&D, or asbestos containing materials.

Logistics Capabilities
MAX recognizes the high standards of care required to safely and compliantly 
transport environmentally sensitive materials through our communities.  
As requested, MAX can supply truck transport via semi-dumps, tri-axle 
straight trucks, and roll-offs of bulk solid wastes. We contract with only fully 
permitted, licensed and insured carriers with the highest-standards of driver 
training to transport our client’s materials.      

In the near future, we will also provide rail transport, increasing our  
geographic service area while reducing carbon emission profiles and  
increased public safety. 

Laboratory Services

MAX waste management services include our PADEP accredited, state-of-the 
art laboratory located at our Yukon Facility. This lab provides a full range of 
analyses in support of environmental, waste and treatment options – elimi-
nating the need for outside evaluations. Allowing MAX to pass both cost and 
time efficiencies along to our customers

Regulatory Compliant,  
Sustainable, Economical.
Backed by 60 years of environmental 
and waste management experience,  
MAX specialists deliver dependable  
customized approaches, developed out  
of in- depth client consultations, to solve  
their unique transportation, packaging,  
treatment, and disposal requirements.

•  Waste packaging

•  Complete waste management

•  Accessible disposal facilities

•  Permitting & compliance

•  RCRA & SWMA assistance

•  Solidification & stabilization

•  Waste treatment

•  Waste disposal

•  Materials crushing, sorting & screening

•  Residual waste disposal

•  Hauling/logistics offerings

•  Analytical review of wastes

CAll MAX TODAY!
Speak with one of our technical and  
compliance experts at 412-343-4900,  
or email: info@maxenvironmental.com
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MAX Environmental Technologies, Inc 

Corporate Office:
Foster Plaza #5

651 Holiday Drive

Pittsburgh, PA 15220

Phone: 412.343.4900

Toll Free: 800-851-7845

Yukon Facility
233 MAX Lane

Yukon, PA 15698

Facility: 724.722.3500

Bulger Facility
200 MAX Drive

Bulger, PA 15019

Facility: 724.796.1571 




